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1 Introduction and Overview 
We are  developing a theory of machine  language  learning in the  context of robotic  instruction 
of elementary  assembly  actions. More  specifìally, our  situations of language  learning  concern 
actions like moving to  objects, picking up  objects  and  moving  objects in environments. 
Typical  objects  are  screws,  nuts,  washers,  and sleeves of various  colours,  sizes, and  shapes, 
related to  each  other by common  spatial  relations.  Typical  commands to be comprehended 
are Get a screw! Go to  the black washer  behind  the screw! Put  the  screw in the left  hole! 
The  system developed so far  deals  successfully  with:  English,  Chinese, and  German, as well 
as several other  languages, which for a lack of space we will report  on  separately. 

The overlap  between the  utterances  that a person is able  to  understand  and  those  that 
a person is able  to  produce  may  be  small. A comprehension  grammar  would, e.g., be 
able to derive Go t o  the  left of the nut screw! but  not Put a nut  the  near screw! although 
neither of these  utterances  should be derivable i n  an English production  grammar. A purely 
comprehension grammar  should  parse a superset of the  set of strings we would expect a 
production grammar  to derive. 

Our  axioms, given in Section 2, for machine  learning of comprehension  are long and 
complicated,  even  though we analyze  here  the  learning of relatively  small  fragments of the 
natural  languages  considered  but  they do  faithfully reflect the  computer  implementation, as 
well as extend  the  axioms given  in our  earlier  paper  (Suppes,  Liang,  Böttner, 1992), where 
the relevent literature is  discussed.  We do believe the  learning  principles  expressed in the 
axioms can  serve as the basis for learning  much  more  extended  fragments and represent 
principles that  must be  present in any  system  that  starts with no knowledge of the  natural 
language to be  learned.  The  axioms  naturally fall into  three  parts.  First  are  those  concerning 
computations  using  short-term  memory  based  on  learned  associations;  second  those  dealing 
with  changes in  the  state of long-term  memory, which include  computations  updating  the 
comprehension grammar;  and  third  the  axiom describing the process of comprehension when 
more learning is not  required to understand a particular  command. 

In  Section 3 we describe  the  internal  language, which is not  learned,  and  then in Sec- 
tion 4 we provide  an  extensive  commentary on the axioms,  using, as would be  expected, 
the resources of the  internal language. In Section 5 we present  detailed  results on the com- 
prehension grammars  generated,  and in Section 6, the final section, we review a number of 
significant problems we have  not  yet  solved. 

The  results for the  comprehension  grammars of English,  Chinese  and  German  are linguis- 
tically surprising.  Once  congruence  computations (see  Axiom 2.5) are  made, 9 grammatical 
rules are  common to all three  languages, 2 to  Chinese  and English, 7 to English and Ger- 
man,  and O for Chinese  and  German.  The  surprise is that  no special  rules  for  English  are 
required. Eight  special  rules  are  required for Chinese  and 4 €or German. As these  numbers 
suggest and  the  details confirm, our  comprehension  grammars  are  vastly  simpler  than  the 
corresponding  production  grammars. 
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relation, as well as the  internal  language (LISP), are given in advance  and  not  learned, 
For example, the action of putting will be represented  internally,  let us say, by the 
symbol $ p  and will have  three different linguistic  representations  in  English,  German 
and Chinese. The problem will be  to learn  in  each  lan  what word is pro 

ciated  with  the  inter 1 representat~on $p.  The sa ess of association 
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of   so cia ti on ism. 

o ~ m p o ~ t a n t   t o  ave grammatical for memory (Axiom 3). 
not  try  to lay o everything  about g that we have in our 

fully stated  theory,  but  it will be useful to give some  examples. Consider the verbal 
command Get the screw! This would be an ins nce of the  grammatical form A 
the O!, where A is the category of actions  and is the category of objects. As 
might be  expected we do  not  actually have just a single category of actions,  but 
several  subcategories,  depending  upon the number of arguments  required,  etc.  The 
central  points  here, however, are  that: (i) the grammatical forms are derived only by 
generalization  from actual  instances of verbal  commands given to  the robot,  and (ii) 
the  grammatical  forms  are used in parsing  any new command. 

3. The  third  part of memory that varies is the  short-term memory that holds a given 
verbal  command for the period of the  trial on which it is effective. This memory 
content  decays  and is not available for access after  the  trial on which a particular 
command is given (Axiom 1.6). This is also  true of any  association  computations 
(Axioms 1.1-1.5). 

Once a verbal  command is given to  the  robot,  the learning  program  looks up the associ- 
ations of the words in the  verbal  command  that  has been given (Axiom 3a). If associations 
exist for any of the words, the categories of the associations, which are  the categories of the 
internal  interpretation,  are also  retrieved  (Axiom  3b). The categories are  substituted for the 
associated words and  an effort is then  made to  generate recursively the  resulting  grammat- 
ical form  (Axiom  3c). For example, if mistakenly  the word get had  been  associated to $s, 
the  internal  symbol for s c n w ,  and screw had been  associated  with $g,  the internal  symbol 
for get, then  the  grammatical  form  that would have been generated and now found upon 
a second  occurrence of the verbal  command would be O the A! Now  if there were  no such 
grammatical  form  generated,  once  the  associations were formed  such a grammatical form 
would be  created by the process of generalization which is used to generate  grammatical 
forms  (Axiom (1 -3). 
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When a grammatical  form is stored in memory, also  associated  with  this  grammatical 
form in memory is its  internal  representation (Axiom 2.6). This is an  important  part of 
the memory that changes with learning as well.  If the  grammatical  form is generated,  the 
internal  representation is then used to execute the verbal  command that has been given 
(Axioms 1.4 and  3b). If the command is executed  correctly then  the  robot is ready for a 
new learning trial. 

The  important case of learning is when no  grammatical  form  can be generated recursively 
from the  grammatical  forms  in memory to  match  the  form of the given verbal  command. 
In  this case the  robot is unable to make a response. The correct  response  must  be coerced 
(Axiom 1.1). On  the basis of this coercion, a new internal  representation is formed. At 
this  point the  critical  step comes of a probabilistic  association  between words of the verbal 
utterance  and  the  internal  denoting symbols of the new internal  representation  (Axiom 1.2). 
After this  association is  made, a new grammatical  form is generated  (Axiom 1.3), and 
possibly because of the new associations at  least  one of the old grammatical f o r m  is deleted, 
for, according to our axioms, a word or internal  denoting  symbol  can have exactly  one 
association, so when a new association is formed for a word any  old associations  must be 
deleted (Axiom 2.7). With  the new associations formed and old ones possibly deleted,  the 
robot is ready for the  next  trial  in a new state of memory. 

The learning  process as described so far  must  be  extended to the dynamic  computations, 
recursive in nature, for updating  the  grammar as new commands that cannot be parsed by 
the existing grammar  are  encountered. Axiom 1.5 formulates  the recursive  procedure for 
generating new associations of parts of a grammatical  form  with parts of the associated 
internal  form. Axiom 2.6 then characterizes the  computations for dynamically  changing the 
current  grammar by adding a new rule or deleting a now redundant old rule. 

2.1 Learning Principles 
To facilitate the  statement of principles governing the learning  process just described,  certain 
notational  conventions are useful. First, generally we use Latin  letters  to refer to  verbal 
commands or their  parts, whatever the  natural language,  and we use Greek letters  to refer 
to  internal  representations or their  parts. The  letters a,  ai ,  a: etc. refer to words in a verbal 
command, and  the Greek letters a, q ,  a;, etc. refer to internal  denotations. The Roman 
letter t ,  as well as t i ,  t: refer to  terms of a verbal command,  and correspondingly, r ,  q ,  
7;! to terms of an  internal  representation, i.e., in the present setup, LISP expressions. The 
symbols s, S', and s ( t ) ,  showing that t is a term of s, refer t o  entire verbal  commands,  and 
correspondingly Q, d, O(T)  to entire  internal representations. Grammatical forms - either 
sentential or term forms - are  denoted by g or also g ( X >  to  show a category  argument of a 
form; correspondingly the  internal  representations of a grammatical  form  are  denoted by 7 
or y(X). We violate our Greek-Latin letter convention in  the case of semantic categories or 
category variables X ,  X ' ,  Y, etc. We use the  same category  symbols in  both  grammatical 
forms and  their  internal  representations. In  order to  avoid enumeration of cases, when we 
use ? ( X )  or r(X,Y) ,  for example, it is not required that X ,  or X and Y ,  occur as free 
variables in the  grammatical form. 

Axioms of Learning 

1. Association  Computations  using Working Memory 

1.1 Association  by  contiguity. If on any trial verbal command s is contiguous with a 
coerced action that  has  internal  representation Q, then s is associated  with c, i.e.,  in 
symbols s - c. 
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m assoctataon. Eet g - y at any  step of an association  computation on  any trial, 

(a) If X occurs  in g and (fo X *) OCCUFS in 'y, then X - ( 
(b9 If 

i. wX is the  n-th  occurrence of a substring of g with g - y and w is a r n i ~ i ~ a ~  

ii. .(X> is the  maximal LISP form of 7, containing  the  occurrence of X and  no 
substring, possibly  empty, of occurrences of nondenoting words, and 

other  occurrence of denoting  categories, 

then WX - .(X). 

( 4  If 
i. XlwlX2 - -  wnXn is a substring of g ,  where the . X s ,  i = 1,. . . s n are not 

necessarily  distinct  category  names  and wi, i = 1,. * .  , n + 1 are  substrings, 
possibly  empty, or words that  have  no  association to internal  symbols  on  the 
given  trial, 

ii. T ( X ~ ( ~ ) ,  . . . , X , ( , ) )  is the  minimal LISP form of y containing X r ( l l , .  . . , 
then x1 w1 - WnXn - .(X,(l), * a ,  X,,,)), 
where 7~ is a permutation of the numbers 1 , .  - .  , n. 

1.6 Delete contents. The  content of working  memory is deleted at the  end of each trial. 
(Axiom 1.2). 

2. Changes in State of Long-term  Memory 

2.1 At  the  beginning of triai 1, the  association  relation -, the  congruence  relation  and  the 
set of grammaticai  rules G are  empty.  Moreover,  the  denotational value d ( q )  is the 
same for all words ai. 
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2.2 The  semantic categories and  the semantically  interpreted  internal  language I.L., as 
characterized  in Definition l, are  stored  in  long-term memory and remain unchanged 
from trial  to trial. 

2.3 Denotational Learnzng Computations. If at the end of trial n a word ai in the presented 
verbal stimulus is associated with some  denoting  internal  symbol aj of the internal 
representation u of s at the end of the  trial,  then 

and if ai is not so associated 

Moreover, if a word ai does not  occur  on trial n, then 

unless the association of ai to an  internal  symbol aj is broken on trial n, in which case 

2.4 Grammar  computations. First, if on  trial n g - y on  the basis of Axiom 1.5, then 

(a) if no  substring g' of g is already in long-term memory with g' - y', g - 7 is 

(b) if a substring g' of g is already in long-term memory with g' - y', then g and 7 

(c) This recursive reduction  continues  until  no  further  reduction is possible. Then 

stored  in  long-term memory, 

are reduced to g ( X )  - y(X) where X is the category  generating y'. 

the reduced g" - y" is added to long-term memory if not  already  present. 

Second, if g y is in  long-term  memory at the beginning of trial n but a substring 
g' - y' of g is generated  on  the basis of Axiom 1.5, then  the reduced g ( X )  - y ( X )  is 
stored  in  memory and g ,  7 and g - y are  deleted from long-term memory. 

2.5 Congruence  computations. If two G.F.s g and g' are  such that 

( 4  9 - 7 and g/  - 7 ,  
(b) g and g' have only  category  symbols as denoting  terms, 
(c) g and g' have exactly  the same sequence of category symbols, 

then g is 7-congruent to q'. 

2.6 Probabilistic  associations  stored  in  long-term  memory. This association  is  stored in 
long-term memory. 

2.7 F o m  memory  tmce. The first time a form  generalization (Axiom 1.3) is formed, 
the word associations on which the generalization  is  based  are  stored  with it in long- 
term memory. This memory trace is inherited  under the grammar  computations (Ax- 
iom 2.4). 

2.8 Delete prior  associations. When a word in a verbal  command or an  internal  symbol 
is given a new association  (Axiom 2.3), any prior  associations of that word or symbol 
are deleted from  long-term memory. 
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3. 

one  parse  is selected at random  from  the reduced set W(g) and  the associated 7 
is executed if possible; if execution is not possible, no other  parses  are sampled. 

(g) If no parse is found,  no  response is made. 

We comment in detail  on  the learning  process  described by the axioms after  the next section 
on the  internal language. 

3 Internal Language 
The internal  language is a LISP regimentation of English lexical semantics,  but  not, of 
course, English syntax. For example, the  internal symbols for spatial  relations correspond 
more closely to  the  semantics of English prepositions than  to  that of any of the  other 
languages we have considered. It is an objective of our work to eliminate in  the  future this 
English lexical bias. We believe that much can  be accomplished in this  direction by forming 
for each set of concepts a partition fine enought to cover most if not  all the languages we 
would be likely to consider. This is not to suggest that such  partitions solve a host of other 
problems. Internal  representations will therefore  be LISP-expressions. A LISP-expression is 
any string (FE1 f e . . y E,,) where F is a function  symbol and El, . . . , E,, are  either  atoms 
or LISP-expressions. The  atoms refer to properties,  actions,  spatial relations, and objects 
of the  environment  and fall into corresponding categories. In  particular, we have category 
P of properties like $small,  $black,  $square;  category OBJ of special  properties serving to 
single out  objects like $screw, $nut, $washer, $plate, $hole, $sleeve; category R of binary 
relations like $front,  $back,  $left,  $right;  category S of set of objects: *; action categories: 
Al like $get,  $apen, $close, AZ like $go, A3 like $put. 

In  addition to these we have categories of expressions that are  not  atoms: category A of 
actions like (fa1  $get  (io (fol $screw)));  category O of objects like (fol $screw *); category 
G of regions like (fol h e a r  (io (fol $screw *). 
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Expressions denoting  subsets of these  categories are derived by the  semantic  operations 
listed below, but  committment to a set-theoretical framework is not  essential. 

Grammar of Internal Language 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

fol (focus-on-object-l) 

f02 (focus-on-object-2) 
io (identify object) 
so (select-object) 
fa1  (form-action-l) 
fa2 (form-action-2) 
fa3 (form-action-3) 
fa4 (form-action-4) 

fdir ( form-direct ion) 
fr 1 (form-region- 1) 
and  (form-and-property) 
or (form-or-proper ty ) 
not  (form-not-property) 

S 
s 
S 
S 
O 
O 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
D 
G 
P 
P 
P 

(fol OBJ *) 

(fol G S) 
(f02 R S) 
(io S) 

(fa1 Al O) 
(fa2 A2 G) 
(fa3 A3 O G) 
(fa4 O) 
(fa4 D O) 
(fdir R) 
(frl R O) 
(and P P) 
(or P P) 
(not P) 

(fol P S) 

(so S) 

The robot’s internal  language is the  set of expressions of category A.  Notice that  the 
operations  also return expressions of our  initial categories, in particular P and S which 
means that  these categorles are recursive. So we will have in our  internal  language  symbols 
for each content  word of a command. The English  command Get  a screw! has  the following 
internal  representation  (fa1 $g (so (fol $s *))), where $g and $s occur in the  internal language 
as counterparts of the English content words get and S C R W .  The internal  representation 
given above has  three more symbols: f o l ,  so, and f u l .  These symbols are  abbreviations 
of the  semantic  operations focus on  object,  select  object, and f o n n  action. The purpose 
of these  opera,tions is t o  provide what we think is the procedural structure of the  natural 
language command  mentioned  above. Before it  can perform the action  denoted by $g ,  the 
robot  has to  determine  the  object of this  action.  The  object  that is intended to become 
the object of the  action is returned by the  operation so. This  operation is nondetermistic: 
it just selects one  out of a set of objects. The  input for so is a set of objects.  This  set 
of objects is the  output of the  operation f o l :  it takes a property  and  the  set of objects 
in the robot’s environment  and  returns a set of objects. The  set of objects  in  the robot’s 
environment is represented by the symbol 1 in  our  internal language. In our example,  the 
property the environment  is checked for is the presence of screws. The procedure so then 
takes this  set of all  screws of the environment as input  and  returns an arbitrary screw from 
this  set.  This  particular screw  together  with the action g is the  input of the operation f a l .  

To illustrate  our  internal  language we give some  examples for basic types of action  and 
object structures  together  with  their  associated English counterparts. 

Action  Structures 
Get the  screw! - (fa1 $get (io (fol $screw *))) 
Go near  the  screw! - (fa2 $go (frl $near:! (io  (fol $screw *)))) 
P d  the  scfew behind  the  nut! - (fa3 $put  (io  (fol $screw *)) 

(frl $behinds (io (fol  $nut *)))) 
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(io (f02 $left 

ole! 

The  operations f o l  and f02 have in common that they focus the  robot’s  attention on 
objects of a certain kind in the set of objects  that can be perceived by the robot on the 
occasion of being given a particular  command: f01  takes  a  property and a set of objects 
and returns  the  objects  that  are referred to by the element of O. So the expression 

(fol $screw *) 

returns  the  set of all  objects from the set  in the robot’s  perceptual  environment  that are 
screws. In 

(fol black (fol screw *)) 

f o l  operates recursively:  it  first returns  the  set of all screws in the robot’s environment and 
then  returns  the  subset of all black screws. The operation f02 focusses on a  set of objects 
that  bear  another  certain  relation  to a set of objects. A typical  example is the English 
expression left scrim which, in our  internal  language, is given the  structure 

(f02 $left (fol $screw *)) 

A region is a set of locations that  stand  in a certain relation to   a t  least  one  object. Regions 
are  built from a binary  spatial  relation  and  an  object by fil. The operation so selects 
an arbitrary  object from a set of perceptually given objects. The operation io identifies 
a unique object  satisfying  certain  properties  in a set of perceptually given objects. Not 
surprisingly a number of operations  arise in the context of actions. This  has  to do with the 
various subclasses of actions  depending  on  the  different valencies exhibited by actions. 
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4 Detailed Comments on the Axioms 
An important  and distinguishing  feature of the comprehension  grammars we generate  is that 
the denoting  words of a language, as defined just above, are assigned to semantic  rather  than 
syntactic  categories. For example,  the English word left is in  the category of spatial  relations 
independent of its differing syntactic roles in the following phrases: Move  left! Go  to  the 
left! Pick  up  the  left  screw!  Pick up the scfew  which is left of the box! Similar  examples 
appear in the  other languages. Moreover, the  nondenoting words are  not assigned to any 
category at  all  except in the formal sense of the general  category of being  nondenoting, so 
that  the usual syntactic  distinctions  that would apply to  such words are  not made. On  the 
other  hand,  nondenoting words occur in different roles in  grammatical forms. 

4.1 Creativity 
To get a better  understanding of the axioms let  us  consider  two  examples that show that  the 
grammars generated allow to comprehend new commands  and  an even infinite  number of 
new commands. The first  is to show that sentences  can  be  understood by the  grammar  that 
are “new” to  the learner. The second is to show that  the grammar  can  analyse  sentences 
that  are longer than any of the sentences of the finite  sample of the language to be learned. 

Predication test .  Once  the generalized associations  are  established  the  internal repre- 
sentations of “new” commands  can  be  derived. For instance,  on  the basis of having  been 
learned correctly, Get  the  screw!,  Go  to  the  nut!, and Get  the nut!, the following command 
can be understood by the Comprehension grammars,  and  thus executed by the  robot: G o  
to  the  screw! 

Recursivity. Our  system does  not just derive new structures of the  same  length  but is also 
able to cope with recursivity by understanding  commands longer than  any of the  commands 
occurring  in the learning sequence. On  the basis of having  learnt  correctly 

Get the  nut! 
Get  the  plate! 
Get  the red washer! 
Get  the  nut  which as left of the  screw! 
Get  the  screw  behind  the  nut! 

it would be able to to derive the following command: 

Get  the red scfew behind  the  plate  which is lej2 of the  washer! 

Assume that,  on  the basis of previous  experience, the robot’s  long-term  memory holds 
the following associations: 

nut - $n; get - $g ; screw - $s ; plate - $p; washer - $w; 
red - $r; behind - $b; left - $1 

Coerce: 

Get  the  nut! - (fa1 $g (io  (fol $n a))) ( 1) 
Get  the red washer! - (fa1  $g  (io  (fol $r (fol $w a)))) (2) 
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lied to ( ~ ) - ( ~ ~  exte 

F o m  generalization applied to (Sr), (12) and  Internal Production Rule 13 which we abbre- 
viate IL Rule  13) yields 

F o m  generalization applied to (8), (13)  and IE rule 13 yields: 

Al the OBJ G! - (fa1 Al (io ( f o l  G ( f o l O B J * ) ) ) )  (15) 

F o m  Assoczatzon applied to (14) and (15) yields: 

O B  J which is G - (f 01 G ( f o l  OBJ *)) 
OBJ G - (fol G ( fol  OBJ t ) )  

Fomn genemlization applied to (16), (9) and IL rule 1 yields: 

S which is G w (fol G S) (189 

Fom generalization applied to (171, (19) and IL rule 1 yields: 

S G - ( fo l  G S) (19) 

F o m  generaliratzon applied to (g), (10) and IL rule 1 yields: 

the S - (io S )  120) 
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Form generalizatzon applied to (g), (11) and IL rule 1 yields: 

P s - ( fol  P S) 

Form generalizatzon applied to (12), (20) and IL rule 5 yields: 

R of O - ( f r l  R O) 

Form generalization applied to  (13), (20) and IL rule 5 yields: 

R O - ( f r1  R O) 

Form generalizatzon applied to ( 5 ) ,  (10) and IL rule 7 yields: 

Grammatzcal Computatzon reduces the memory to  the subset of associations (g), (18) - 
(24). Assume now that  the following command is given to  the  robot: 

Get the red screw behind the plate which  is le f t  o f t he washer! (25) 

This  command is more complex than  any of the  stimulus  commands. Notice that  its G.F. 
does not  occur  in any of the original G.F.s: 

A1 the P OBJ R the OBJ' which is R' of the P OBJ"! (26) 

Let us start from (24). We now make 9 successive applications of Form speczficatzon. 
W e  show only the associations and  internal  production  rules used. By (20) and IL Rule 5 
applied to (24): 

A1 the S - ( fa1 AI (io S) )  

By (19) and  IL  Rule 3: 

AI the S G - (fa1 Al (io ( fol  G S ) ) )  

By (23) and IL Rule 13: 

AI the S R O - ( fa1 Al (io ( fol  ( f r l  R O) S))) 

By (20) and IL Rule 5:  

Al the S R the S' - (fa1 A1 (io ( fo l  (frl R (io S'))  S ) ) )  

By (18) and IL Rule 3: 

Al the S R the S' which  is G - (fa1 Al (io ( fol  (fr1 R (io ( fol  G S ' ) ) )   S ) ) )  

By (22) and IL Rule 13: 

AI the S R the S' which is R' of O 
(fa1 A1 (io (fol ( f r l  R (io (fol ( f r l  R' O )  S'))) S)))  

By (20) and IL Rule 5 :  

Al the S R the S' which is R' o f the S" - 
( fa1 A1 (io (f o1 (f r1 R (io (f o1 (f r1 R' (io S")) S ' ) ) )   S ) ) )  
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( 1) 
Note that in this  command Schraube dze gross 2st forms  one  constituent from the  standpomt 
of our  internal  language.  This  constituent, however, is not  contiguous  since it is interrupted 
by the  constituent hoch. Now there is in  German also a way to express the command 
expressed by (1) with contiguous  constituents: 

Heb  die  Schraube,  die gross zst, hoch! 

(We disregard for the moment that one could argue  that (2) has also noncontiguous con- 
stituents  since heben and hoch are forms of one word hochheben.) But (2) is considered less 
natural  and  the  algorithm  should  be  able  to come up with a grammar on the basis of both 
(1) and (2). In fact,  our  algorithm is able to  derive a grammar in both cases. The grammar 
derived from (2) will have  among  its  rules  the following one: 

(2) 

A4 O ist  D - (fa4 A4 D O) (3) 

The grammar derived from (l), however, will not have this  rule but  the following rule 
instead: 

A4 die S D die P ist - (fa4 A4 (io (fol P S)) D) 

Note that (2) is less general than (1). All the rules specific to German  are of that kind. 

4.3 Context-free, but not  Regular Languages 
Our axioms can  generate  grammars for languages that  are context-free but not regular. This 
may happen  because of the presence of so-called center-embedding structures exhibited by 
the following German example: 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

. .. 

N i m m  dze nahe  der  Mutter  befindliche  Schraube! 
N i m m  dae nahe  der   hinter   dem Loch  befindlichen  Mutter  befindliche  Schraube! 
Nimm  die  nahe  der  hinter  dem  vor  der  Platte  befindlichen  Loch  befindlichen 
Mutter  befindliche  Schraube! 

Our axioms are  able  to deal  with  center-embedding structures by having the following 
associations in memory: 

R d e r  S' befindliche S - (fol (fr R (io S')) S). 

This  amounts to having the following rule in a grammar for German: 

S 4 R der  S' befindliche S. 

4.4 Concept of Denotational Value 
In the probabilistic  theory of machine  learning of natural language which we have been 
developing, we have  encountered in a new form a standard problem in  the analysis of the 
semantics of natural  language, namely, how to handle words that  are  nondenoting. We do 
not mean nondenoting  in  some  absolute  sense,  but  relative to our standard  set of semantica1 
categories. It may well be that in some  elaborate  set-theoretical  semantics of natural lan- 
guage,  nondenoting  words like the definite  article the denote a complicated  set-theoretical 
function. We have something  simpler  and closer to  the common man's view of what  denota- 
tions  are. We take as denoting words color words, common nouns,  familiar  concrete  action 
words, etc. 

When a child learning a first  language or an older person  learning a second  language first 
encounters utterances in that new language,  there is no  uniform way in which nondenoting 
words are  marked. There is some  evidence that various prosodic features  are used in English 
and  other  languages to  help the child. For example, in many  utterances  addressed  to very 
young children the definite or indefinite  article is not  stressed but  rather  the common noun 
it modifies, as in the expression Hund  me  the cup! But such devices do not  seem uniform 
and in any case are  not  naturally available to us in our machine-learning research, where we 
use written input of words without  additional prosodic notation. A central  feature of our 
approach to machine  learning is the probabilistic  association between words of the  natural 
language being  learned  and  internal symbols that denote, as explained  earlier. 

It is appropriate  that at the beginning  all words are  treated equally and so the associa- 
tions are formed from  sampling based on a uniform  distribution.  On the  other  hand,  after 
many words have  been  learned and a good piece of language  has been  acquired by the  robot, 
it  is very unnatural,  and also inefficient, if the  robot is now given the esoteric  command Get  
the  astrolabe! to have the  internal  symbol $ast to  be  associated  with equal probability  with 
the definite article the and astrolabe-we assume  here that  the association of get is already 
correctly fixed. After  much  experience,  what we want is that there is very little  chance of 
associating the definite  article the with  any  denoting symbol. 

To incorporate  such  learning,  many  variant  learning models are easily  formulated. We 
have restricted  ourselves in Axiom 2.3 to a familiar  linear  learning  model (Estes  and  Suppes, 
1959). We begin with  each word 20 of the given natural language  having the value dl(w) = 1. 
It is obvious from  Axiom 2.3 that for  all  trials n,  O 5 &(w) 5 1. For reasons we shall not 
expand upon here we chose as the value of the learning  parameter 0 = 0.03. We show in 
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4. ongruence of rds 
To reduce the  number of grammatical rules and  facilitate comparison of rules for different 
languages, we introduced in the  last  part of Axiom 2.5 the concept of comprehension congru- 
ence,  applied  here  only to  the limited case of nondenoting words. The sense of congruence 
use has, as the formulation of the axiom shows, a specific and definite content. The idea 
of congruence  used here was developed  earlier  in Suppes (1973, 1991). To  illustrate ideas, 
consider this  German case: 

Nimm die Schraube! - (fa1 $get  (io (fol $screw *))) 
Nimm den Rang! - (fa1 $get  (io (fol $washer *))) 
Nimm das Loch! - (fa1 $get (io (fol $hole *))) 

Now generalize to  the  grammatical forms without  denoting words, only category symbols, 
and we have: 

Al die QBJ ! - (fa1 A l  (io  (fol Obj *))) 
Al den QBJ ! - (fa1  A1  (io  (fol Obj *))) 
Al das OBJ ! - (fa1 A l  (io  (fol  Obj *))) 

Then, using  7-congruence, we may  write as a single  grammatical  form 

Al [die]  OBJ! (fa1 A l  (io (fol Obj *))) 

where 

[diel i= (die,  den,  das) 

and i is the rule  number, which indexes the  internal  semantic form y.  We also note that 
in many  cases, we include in the Congruence class [w]i the  empty  string E ,  if the  corpus has 
generated  such a variant  grammatical form. For example,  prior to computing congruence, 
we generated for Chinese the following three rules: 
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A 4  O A l  - (fa1 A l  O) 
A 4 bu O A l  - (fa1 A l  O) 
A -+ xianzai bu O Al - (fa1 A l  O) 

Computing  y-congruence, we reduce  these three rules to a single one: 

A - [bal Al O - (fa1 A l  O) 

where [ba]i = (bu,  xcianzat ba, e ) .  
In  reporting the grammatical  results for English,  Chinese  and  German, we use an ordered 

triple  notation for a given congruence class of nondenoting words of a rule common to all 
three languages: first the English words, then  the Chinese words and finally the  German 
words, with E occurring as needed for each language. Thus  the first common rule  listed in 
Section 5 is 

o + [DA] s, 
where [DA] =(the; nage, zhege; das, den,  dem,  der, die). 

5 Grammars  Generated 
~ ~~~ 

Comprehension grammars have been generated so far for English,  Chinese,  German,  French, 
Dutch and  Korean.  Mainly because the first languages of the  authors  are English,  German 
and Chinese respectively, we will concentrate  on  these  three languages with remarks about 
the  others.  The  corpus used has  consisted of 456 commands, the last 60 of more  complicated 
ones. In the  first group  commands range  from the  simple Get  the screw! to Place the  screw 
on the plate ! In the  last 60 a typical more complicated  command is the following: put a 
small  nut  on  the scmw behind the  washer  left of the  plate; bu ytge xaaode luomu  fang zaz 
nage  ban zuobian de dianquan  houmian de nage  luosiding Shang; tu eine  klein-e Mutter  auf 
die Schraube hinter  dem Dichtungsring  links  von der Platte. 

Close translations of the 456 commands were used for the  other languages. It was 
intended that  the  translations would be  semantically  equivalent  but would be  faithful to 
idiomatic constructions in the given language. 

The details of the learning curves that  are generated  from  our  procedure of machine 
learning are as described in the axioms but will not be analyzed here, because we already 
have a very thorough discussion of learning  curves in our earlier paper  (Suppes, Liang, 
Böttner, 1992). We also do not  analyze  here in  detail  the learning of denotational value 
as characterized in Axiom 2.3. We do show in Table 1 the  denotational values for some 
typical words, denoting  and nondenoting in each of the three  languages,  English, Chinese 
and  German,  after  approximately 400 learning triab for English and  Chinese, and 800 for 
German. It is evident  from  the  table  that  the  denoting words have a denotational value 
that is close to 1, and  the nondenoting words a value close to O as desired. The empirical 
details of the  denotational model are being written  up  in  another  paper,  but  it is important 
to emphasize that  just as we assume  no grammar for any of the languages we study, we 
also do not  assume  in  our  machine  learning an a priori classification of words as denoting 
or nondenoting. 

We now turn  to  the  three grammars  generated for English, Chinese and  German. The 
grammatical  rules are  written in context-free notation, with the associated  internal  semantic 
forms shown on  the right. The congruence classes are listed  separately. The generation 
particularly uses Axiom 2.4 on grammar  computations. Using the axiom  on congruence 
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All = (the; nage,  zhege; as, dem,  den,  der, 
[IA]2= (Q;  yzge;  ezne,  eznem,  eznen,  emer), 
[POIS= (OL E ;  E ;  uon, c), 
[&]T= (and; he;  und), 
[-]g= (not; bus;  nzcht), 
[VIS= (or; huozhe; oder) 

where the congruence classes for nondenoting words are shown below the nine rules. 
What is remarkable  about  the above 9 rules is that none of them  are high  level rules 

for the generation of complete  commands. The first 4 deal  with the generation of object 
phrases,  Rule 5 with the generation of a description of a region, Rule 6 with a direction, 
and the last 3 with  properties. 

There  are two  common  rules  for English and Chinese not used in the German  grammar: 

1. A -+ [ A D V ]  A4 D O - (fa4 A4 D O) 
2. A 4 Aq O - (fa4 A4 O) 
[ A D V ] l =  (now, SO, E ;  E )  

Note that these  two  rules  are  high level ruies for generating  commands. 
The 7 rules  common to English and  German  are  the following: 

1. A 4 [ADV]  Al  O [COP]  - (fa1 A l  O) 
2. A 4 [ A D V ]  A2 G [COP]  (fa2 A2 G) 
3. A + G A 3  O - (fa3 A3 O G) 
4. A 4 A3 O [COP]  G - (fa3  A3 O G) 
5. A - [ A D V ]  A4 [COP] O D (fa4 A4 D O )  
6. S - S [which zs] P (fol P S) 
7. S 4 S [which is] G - (fol G S) 
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[ADV11 = (now, so, E ;  nun, E )  

[ COPI1 = ( E ;  ist, E )  
[ADV12 = (now, so, E ;  dann, jetzt,  nun, E )  

[COP12 = ( E ;  ist, E )  

[COPI4 = ( E ;  ist, E )  

[ADVIF, = (now, so, E ;  E )  
[ADVIS = ( E ;  jetzt,  nun, E )  

[RPI6 = (that i s ,  which is; der, die, ist die) 
[RPI7 = (that  is, which  rs, r ;  der, die, die sich, E )  

Note that 5 of the 7 are high-level rules for generating  commands. The remaining 2 are for 
generating object phrases. 

The rules special for German  and  the congruence classes are  the following: 

1. A 4 A4 [einen] S D [der] P [ist] - (fa5 A4 D (so (fol P S))) 
2. A 4 A4 [nun d ie]  S D die G ist - (fa4 A4 D (io (fol G S))) 
3. A 3 A4 die S R von dem S D der G ist - (fa4 A4 D (io (fol  (frl R (io 

4. A 4 A4 dze S R der S D die P ist N (fa4 A4 D (io (fol  (frl R (io 
(fol G S))) S))) 

(fol p S))) S))) 
[derIl = (der,  die) 
[einen11 = (einen,  jetzt  eine) 
[ist11 = (ist, E )  

[nun]2= (nun die, die) 

The 8 rules special for Chinese, are  the following: 

1. A + 

2. A - 
3. A -+ 

4. A -+ 

5 .  A ---+ 

6 .  O 4 

7. s ---+ 

8. G ---* 

[bal 0 A1 N 

[xianzar] G [na41 A2 - 
zai G A3 Q N 

[bal Q A3 [daol]G - 
[bal Q A 4  D N 

G [de]  S N 

0 [de]  R N 

[bal s N 

(fa1 Al  O) 
(fa2 AZ G) 
(fa3 A3 O G) 
(fa3 A3 O G) 
(fa4 A4 D O) 
(io S) 
(fol G S) 
(frl R O) 

[ball= (bu, xtanzai bu, E )  

[xianzailz = (chao, name,  xianzai) 
[na412 = (nad, na41i) 
[bal4 (bu, E )  
[dao114 = (daol ,  zai, r )  
[bals = (bu, xiazai bu, E )  

[bal6 = (bu, dao l ,  xianzai, zai, E )  

[del7 = (de, de nage) 
[delg = (de, E )  

Five of these 8 are high-level rules for generating  commands.  Rules 6 and 7 are for 
generating  object phrases, and Rule 8 for generating region description. 

The big surprise is that no  special  grammatical rules are required for English. In no 
sense did we anticipate  this  outcome. 

The congruence class for Rule 6 is intuitively  incorrect. The reason is simple to explain. 
The Chinese particles zianzai, d a o l .  ra i ,  and ba are  not associated  with  object  phrases, as 
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(the)  plate on 

s 

Problems  arise  from  the following assumptions:  the  association  relation is one-one,  and  the 
internal  language is a LISP regmentation of English  lexical semantics, as already  mentioned. 
Here are  some  examples. 

l.. Contraction of denoting  and  nondenoting 

(a) German: 
Geh zur Schraube! - (fa1 $go ($to (io (fol $screw *)))) 
Geh zu d e r  Schraube! - (fa1 $go ($to  (io  (fol $screw *)l)) 
Geh zum Loch! - (fa1 $go ($to (io  (fol $hole *t>))) 
Geh zu d e m  Loch! - (fa1 $go ($to  (io  (fol $hole *)))) 

(b) French: 
Vu au trou! - (fa1 $go ($to (io (fol $hole * O ) ) )  
Va Q lu vzs! - (fa1 $go ($to  (io  (fol  $nut *)))) 

2. Only  one  word for  different  internal  symbols  (French) 

Ferme Za porte! - (fa1 $close (io (fol  $door *))) 
Ferme Zu porte! - (fa1 $lock (io (fol  $door *))) 

3. More than  one  synonymous word corresponding  to  same  denoting  symbol 

Put the screw n e w  the washer! - (fa3 $put (io (fol $screw *)) (frl  $near (io (fol $washer *)))) 
Place the screw near  the  washer! - (fa3  $put (io (fol $screw *)) (fra  $near (io (fol $washer *)))) 

4. More than  one  nonsynonymous word corresponding  to  same  denoting  symbol 
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(a)  German: 
Leg die  Schraube an die  Schachtel! - (fa1 $put (f0 $screw *) f r l  $in (io (f0 $box *)))) 
Steck die  Schmube  in  das Loch! - (fa1  $put (f0 $screw *)(frl $in (io (f0 $hole *)))) 

(b) French: 
vis ronde - (fol  $round  (fol $screw *)) 
douille cylindrique - (fol $round (fol $washer *)) 

5. Concepts that  are expressed easily in  one  language can  be more difficult to express 
in  &other language. For example,  the English go behind ihe  plate does not have a 
natural  direct  translation in Dutch, even though go can generally be  translated by 
gaan in Dutch. 

As a consequence, we made  certain  adjustments in the  corpora of natural languages: 

1. Since our  system  currently  cannot identify different forms of the same denoting word, 
we mark the  boundary between stem  and  ending by a hyphen, e.g., in French vis 
rond-e or German dem  rund-en Loch 

2. There  are  no words in French and  German  that correspond to  the English verb pick  up 
with  respect to its “constructional  range”. We chose the German  translation hochheben 
because it resembles the English construction a t  least for the imperatives  under con- 
sideration  where  the verb gets  split  into two parts  and heben can be associated with 
pzck and hoch can  be  associated with up. On  the  other  hand, in cases like pzck a screw! 
the word heben does  not  appear  to  be usable and we switched to nehmen. In French 
we used ramasser as a translation for pack up and sazsir as a translation for pzck. 

3. The English  preposition on has  no  unique  counterpart in German  and French. Some 
contexts  require  it t o  be  translated by auf/sur as in, e.g., Put the  screw  on  the  plate! 
for other  contexts a translation by an/ù would be more natural as in, e.g., Put  the  nut 
on  the  screw! We used auf and sur in all cases even in cases where the visual scene 
clearly suggests a different  preposition. 

4. If a language  had  no single word for a certain English expression but had  only  an 
expression which was longer than one word, we used this  and marked it by hyphen- 
ations in a fashion that  the machine would take  it for one word: for French we used 
de-taille-mo  yenne for the English adjective medium. 

5. In French we used ci instead of au since ù is needed as a counterpart for a denoting 
symbol of the IL. We also used de  le, de un, and de  une instead of du,  d’un, and d’une 
respectively. 
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